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Summary of the Championship is published at the contest website in the form of daily highlight 

photos. Enjoy photos covering competition days. 

 

41 competitors in total was competing from which three H/C as non-European participant.  

In total there were pilots from 9 countries.-Four programmes were flown. 

For safety considerations, during the contest there was at most one airplane in the air at 

anytimes; once an airplane landed another one took off and there were no violations of this rule. 

http://eaac2019.com/


 

The competition box was fully occupied during the training days and especially last three days 

of training. Due to noise limitation it was not possible to fly to much after 1900LT. All the pilots 

were very disciplined during whole event and were following all the noise and area restrictions 

precisely. 

 

Weather situation during competition days was ok, but I believe we have not waisted single 

opportunity of weather suitable for flying. It was quite difficult to forecast wind and cloud 

conditions due to unpredictable weather situation over whole central Europe.  

 



I must point out that judges were doing good job, which was sometimes quite hard in cold and 

rainy weather. I consider cooperation with whole Judging panel and Chief Judge, Mr. Pavol 

KAVKA as very productive. Cooperation with the jury was also good. 

 

I would like to thank to Aeroklub Pomorski hosting the event, to all the Staff making very good 

job, to Jury for effective and supportive cooperation, Judges for their endurance and focus and 

finally to pilots for awesome flying, support and cooperation..Organizer, partners and Aeroclub 

of Poland consider the Championship as very successful with lot of positive outcome in relations 

with region of Torun. 

 

We hope that the success of organizing this event will be a good testimonial for future event bids.  

 

 
Best regards 

Jerzy MAKULA 

Warsaw, POLAND 

7th October 2019 


